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**General comments:**

I thank the authors for their thoughtful responses to my comments and concerns with the previous draft of their paper. After reviewing the updated draft, I am satisfied with the revisions and am happy to recommend the paper for publication. I do have a few minor grammatical/stylistic comments, which are below.

**Line by line comments:**

85: comma after ‘of’

Figure 2 caption: I am not sure of the sentinel policy - does the Sentinel Hub Playground need to be added to your reference list? [https://www.sentinel-hub.com/faq/how-do-i-cite-sentinel-playground eo-browser-or-other-web-pages-applications/](https://www.sentinel-hub.com/faq/how-do-i-cite-sentinel-playground eo-browser-or-other-web-pages-applications/)

238: ‘of which 6 were with firn blocks and 1 was using a snow sample’ – awkwardly phrased

247: Sentence (‘We distinguish...’) is very long and thus a bit hard to follow – break up into two?

254: change comma after ‘sample’ to semicolon.

257: I suggest changing to, ‘at which point the densification...’

General note on scientific notation: I think you want to use \times rather than \dot, e.g. 0.87 \times 10^{-10} (but check the journal standards, and this may be fixed in typesetting?)

Figure 9 caption: edit source to include Ahlstrom reference

Equation 13: period after the equation, as it is the end of the sentence.

355: closeby → close by